ABOUT
During the last 30 years, technological, social, economic and environmental changes have brought about the most
dramatic evolution to architectural practice that has taken place since the profession emerged during the Italian
Renaissance. Whilst these changes have transformed the way architects work, few contemporary books discuss
architectural practice. The Architecture Chronicle sets out to define the role of the contemporary architect in the light of
these changes. Most books on architecture start when a building is complete, carefully editing out any evidence of the
design and production process. The Architecture Chronicle engages with the design and production process. It investigates how and by whom design decisions are made and executed. Chapter 1 is a diary reporting on the design and
realisation of five stage sets and one urban intervention over a period of four years, starting on 16 December 2003.
The diary is intercepted by references that are, where appropriate, carefully integrated in the overall narrative. Chapter
2 reflects on the diary to discover patterns and cross-references and to draw conclusions. The contemporary architect
can be defined as three distinct characters. The architect-inventor challenges conventions and questions the social
status quo. The architect-activist transgresses the boundary of the profession and enters the construction process.
The architect-arbitrator engages the audience to realise the ambitious project. The Architecture Chronicle concludes
that the contemporary architect still draws and writes, but that it is often the architect’s ability to engage and direct that
asserts his or her status. To assert his or her status in the design team, the architect’s ability to talk and to act is more
important than his or her ability to draw and write.

REVIEWS
’Recently in many architectural schools efforts intensified to further develop architectural research. Exciting new
avenues are being explored, relying upon the design skills of architects and urban designers, combining them with
intellectual rigor and in-depth thinking, in order to imagine new spatialities and to unfold hitherto unknown spatial experiences. This series highlights the innovative results of these explorations, opening up a new world of path-breaking
research.’ Hilde Heynen, University of Leuven, Belgium ‘The Architecture Chronicle is a fascinating and provocative
book which challenges the traditional approach to writing about and describing architecture. It dispels the myth of
the individual genius, while at the same time describing in detail what architects do, revealing the genuine value they
bring to the construction process. This volume would be a great read for new students of the profession, allowing them
through the doors and making them acutely aware of their responsibilities and potentials. Additionally, the Chronicle
should prove equally as inspiring to the practising architect who has perhaps started to feel peripheral to a construction process which, being largely centred upon financial returns, increasingly maligns creativity and risk-taking’.
LSE Review of Books
‘This diary will surely have architects identifying with the author and perhaps remind the reader of the important role
architects still play.’ RIAS Quarterly
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